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Abstract

The need to repeatedly align pairs of structures made from separate processes occurs in a number of

areas in manufacturing. The fabrication of microchips using microlithography is a key example. This

article provides a foundation for discussing this example, as well as more general ones, such as might

occur in three-dimensional nanoelectronic constructions, and even more abstract examples such as signal

processing. The idea is proposed here that “alignment” scenarios involve repeated matching of pairs of

patterns from separate processes, where limited sampling of properties are used to judge “best alignment”

for each pair. Ideas such as the effect of the number of degrees of freedom used in an alignment process,

changing the number of sampled alignment sites, and altering their location or other properties, are

explored here in terms of their effect on alignment statistical properties.

Keywords

Microlithography, overlay, alignment, nanolithography, microelectronics, nanoelectronics, registration

marks

I. INTRODUCTION

The present article involves the general subject of the alignment of patterns of structures,

particularly in regards to microlithography, but also with an outlook for the eventual

needs in nanoelectronics and other related areas that entail the matching of patterns.

Technologists who work in these areas are well aware of the importance of concepts such

as the “overlay” of patterns and the “error budget” [1] that arises from the metrology

tools, the processing steps [2], and the repeated overlaying of pattern on top of pattern, as

layered structures are built up in microchips. Projections on alignment and overlay needs

are included in the “International Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors,” publicly

available in Ref. [3]. With gate structures now below 0.1 µm, and with far smaller

projections for the future, one needs the alignment of these small structures to be as small

a fraction as possible of the other resolution errors inherent in processes such as imaging,

etching, and implanting.

Thus, there is clearly a well recognized importance of controlling alignment errors when

matching one lithographic mask pattern to another one, and when aligning each underlying

chip structure to the next layer of patterns to be constructed. Nevertheless, there does

not seem to be a readily available theoretical description of what one wants to do in

general to minimize the total “alignment error”, that is both accurate and general in
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its description, yet not so couched in abstract statistical terms to make it inaccessible

to practicing lithographers. The present article is intended to begin to fill that gap.

Without a doubt, however, there are so many different alignment systems, from the now

familiar “step and repeat” to “step and scan” systems in microlithography, to yet more

complex and exotic scenarios, that it would be nearly impossible to attempt to cover all

strategies without losing the main message that is intended here. Moreover, whether one

is speaking of the comparison of specific full structures within specific patterns, or of only

single specific points within patterns, will have a considerable difference in analyzing the

impact of different alignment strategies.

Hence, a complete coverage of individual alignment systems will not be attempted here.

Instead, a general framework will be presented that with some work can be extended

to cover specific cases of interest.1 The advantages of doing so are several. First,

there are a number of subtle, yet important issues typically overlooked in the reported

microelectronics literature on “alignment,” “registration marks,” and “overlay.” With the

underlying conceptual theory of alignment that will be presented here, it is hoped that

more common grounds and subsequent deeper analyses can be reached by technologists

involved in such issues in the future.

Second, the approach that will be followed here should yield, besides a general theoretical

framework, also results that enable qualitative, conceptional, and “order of magnitude”

answers to questions involving the design of alignment systems. More specifically, there

are all sorts of issues to take into account when constructing an alignment system, ranging

from how many sites to examine and measure, to where to place them, how to weigh

their appropriate contributions, what degrees of freedom to employ, etc. We intuitively

expect that as the number of alignment sites increase, then our knowledge of the relation

of one pattern to another will in some sense increase, which we expect will translate

into the ability to make the two patterns match more closely. Likewise, we expect that

the more degrees of freedom we employ in our alignment procedure, the more closely we
1Without question, depending on whether one is aligning points, lines, or more general structures, and depending

on the criteria function used and the types and degrees of freedom employed, then considerable more work might

be required to analyze a specific alignment situation. Nevertheless, the material provided here, plus subsequent

planned work, should at the very least provide a logical starting point for the analysis of such systems.
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should be able to match patterns. For an engineer trying to decide whether to make a

“two-point” alignment system, versus one with three, four, or even much higher number

of alignment sites, there is much to decide. The cost of making a four-point versus a

two-point alignment system can be nearly twice the cost, or twice the alignment time,

depending on whether one doubles the number of sensors in the alignment apparatus, or

doubles the travel time in going to more sites. Either way can be significant in terms of

cost of alignment equipment, or the decrease in throughput if large quantities of wafers

are being exposed. Knowing the improvement in alignment that will be gained, at least

roughly, can then be extremely helpful in deciding how complex the system should be

made.

A third reason for presenting the following article in a fairly general way is that it is

technologically important to extend our usual concepts of aligning two physically rigid

structures to ones that are “malleable,” at least to some degree. Aligning two structures

necessarily entails a comparison between the structures. Somehow this comparison is

made, and a decision is arrived at on how to transform at least one of the structures to

make it conform better with another structure. For physically “rigid” structures, un-

doubtedly such discussion sounds like a completely needless over-generalization of what

can be done, since rigid physical structures can only be translated and rotated. How-

ever, in microelectronics, such a restriction is far from what can actually be accomplished,

where “images” of structures are what are actually compared; there are controls one em-

ploys when detecting the images, in terms of focus,2 contrast, skew, scaling, orthogonality,

etc. These images may be of only the alignment sites themselves, or, the images may be

important in the fabrication of the structures, as occurs when exposing photoresist. More-

over, even the structures themselves can be stretched, compressed, or twisted across their

entire domain, using either mechanical, thermal, or electromechanical means. This may

occur either intentionally or not, but without question, these extra “degrees of freedom”

do occur. Alignment structures themselves have process variability in their construction

[4],[5],[6] as well as random offsets introduced in viewing them due to variations in film

coatings over them.3 The simple vacuum pressure of a “chuck” holding a wafer [8], the
2See, for example, Fig. 2 in Ref. [1], which reports alignment offset versus focus offset.
3See, for example, Fig. 2 in Ref. [7].
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temperature distribution across a reticle in a projection system, the support structure for

a mask in X-ray lithography systems, etc., are sufficient to cause noticeable alignment

changes of the degree that are being measured today in microelectronics. Wafer bowing

is known to arise from process steps such as chemical-mechanical polishing (CMP), oxida-

tion, and baking [9]. Changes made on the “knobs” that control these optical, mechanical,

and thermal systems, without question change the “alignment” of two patterns trying to

be made as close in character to each other as is possible [1].

Hence, “alignment of rigid” structures may be what we all think of when we conceive of

aligning two physical materials, but such a concept is really only a very limited aspect of

what happens in today’s technological practices. Consequently, it makes sense to use the

concept of translations and rotations to get our bearings on what we mean by aligning two

patterns, but a theoretical description that naturally generalizes this concept is needed to

address the largely two-dimensional pattern alignment in today’s microelectronic industry.

Moreover, if done correctly, then this description can readily be extended to the alignment

of not just 2-D patterns, such as largely occurs in microelectronics today, but also to 3-D

patterns, such as may well become important in the myriad of nanoelectronic devices that

are being anticipated today [10],[11],[12]. Such will be our intent here.

Moreover, with very little extra work, the ideas surrounding the alignment of 1-D, 2-D,

and 3-D patterns of physical structures, can readily be extended to higher dimensional

space. Why do so? The reason is the following, which brings us to the last major goal of

this article. The subject of “alignment” can be addressed as nearly a separate entity unto

itself. In some sense, “alignment” lies at the very heart of metrology, since it inherently

involves a comparison and adjustment (e.g., shift or rotation, or possibly a “stretch”) of

some structure to another to make their properties match more closely. If we take the

idea of “structure” in the most general sense, meaning roughly a system characterized

by a set of properties, then comparing two structures means comparing their properties.

“Aligning” the two structures then naturally involves utilizing whatever degrees of freedom

are accessible to the technologist or scientist to bring the properties of the two systems

closer in agreement, according to some criteria.

For example, suppose we have two partially created sets of microchips, where the two
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sets were processed similarly, but not exactly the same. Suppose one of the sets had an

implant done that was not quite what the designers had intended. Instead of throwing

the batch away, perhaps the decision is made to try to bring the batches back into closer

agreement by attempting an additional set of implants and anneals on the incorrectly

processed set. The degrees of freedom that could be employed here are the dose and

energy for each of the additional implants, and the complete temperature cycle for each

of the anneals. Each knob adjusted on the equipment used to control the doses, energies,

temperature, time, and variances of any of these properties, can be considered as an extra

degree of freedom to help bring the two final systems into better agreement with each

other in terms of their physical properties.

More simply, but in the same vein, suppose we have two vats of liquid that are slightly

different shades of color, and we want to make them the same color. Adding a dye to

one of them will adjust the color; the degree of freedom here would be the amount of

dye. Perhaps we want one of the liquids to have twice the shade of blue as the other,

according to some color scale when the liquids are at the same temperature, or, for one

to be ten degrees higher than the other when it achieves the “twice the shade of blue”

characteristic, etc. Each additional specification of the properties of the two systems

involves the adjustment of one or more degrees of freedom (e.g., amount of dye and the

temperature) to better align the properties of the two systems according to some criteria.

Moreover, as metrologists are well aware, comparing the properties of two systems in-

volves all sorts of subtle assumptions. For example, where is the temperature of the two

liquids to be taken? If one has a large vat, then having several thermometers at different

points in the vat may be important to achieve the desired property. Having one ther-

mometer may of course only yield a rough estimate of the temperature throughout the

remainder of the vat. How many thermometers, how many places to sample and measure

the color mixture, etc., are all points a careful metrologist would want to consider. These

sampled measurements would determine how much extra dye is added, how much more a

vat needs to be heated up, or how much more stirring and mixing of the liquid needs to

be done. These are all aspects, in some very real sense, of “aligning” the properties of the

two systems according to some sampling of the measured properties of the two systems.
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Returning now to the alignment of properties of structures in N dimensional space, we

see that the N dimensions simply represent the N coordinates that define some property,

such as the voltage differences applied to N terminals of a microchip, or the currents

flowing out of these terminals. If we compare two microchips made from two similar, but

slightly different processes, and we want the same current magnitudes to flow out of the N

terminals of each microchip when the same voltages are applied, then changes in terminal

impedances might need to be made, or other changes might need to be considered. In a

somewhat abstract yet still very real sense, these concerns are closely related to the idea

of physically aligning patterns of microchip structures, as they entail the comparison of

properties, degrees of freedom, sampling, and adjustment.

The main intent in the present article is to present a framework to better enable mi-

crolithographers to analyze their alignment systems of two dimensional patterns. However,

in the course of this discussion, it seems interesting to note that many situations in man-

ufacturing, experiments, engineering, and science, can be cast into a similar framework

involving ideas of alignment. Key elements of an “alignment system” might be catego-

rized as: (1) The properties of two systems or structures; (2) the comparison of a subset

of these properties, (3) an adjustment of some or all of these properties, based on the

previously mentioned comparison of the subset of properties; and (4) the analysis of how

“best” to make this adjustment based on the limited sampling of the full properties of the

two systems.

In some sense, of course, “alignment” is simply a subset of more general optimization

problems and techniques, which have been and continue to be investigated extensively

within the mathematics and engineering literature [13]. However, in another sense, the

manufacturing of aligned structures is an important category unto itself, as it specifically

implies the repeated comparison and adjustment of pairs of structures to bring them into

conformability, typically under limited sampling of the full properties of each structure.

Moreover, a key manufacturing concern is the long term ramifications of repeating this

alignment strategy over and over again. In contrast, a pure optimization problem might

involve just one system, rather than being concerned about a large ensemble of pairs of

systems, each slightly different.
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The outline of the remainder of this article will be the following. First, Sec. II will dis-

cuss in both physical and mathematical terms elements that enter into characterizing the

alignment of members of two separate processes. Section III should be of particular in-

terest to microlithographers, as it contains relevant predictions for sets of two dimensional

patterns. An outline and explanation of the mathematical steps is provided, although

complete proofs of the more detailed calculations will be published elsewhere. Section IV

ends with some concluding remarks.

II. CONCEPTS ON ALIGNMENT OF PATTERNS

A. Main Example

Here we will discuss the main example of “alignment” that will be used as our central

vehicle for future developments. This example is a very practical one for microlithogra-

phers, yet it is also readily generalizable to many other situations. The example involves

two-dimensional planar positions of structures made to conform to other similar structures.

Suppose we have one layer of structure already created by a masking process on a

family of microchips. Let us think of this first family as an ensemble of this first layer of

structures. Each member of the ensemble will be slightly different from the other members,

due to always present processing differences, such as photoresist flow and uniformity,

focus and exposure differences, vibrations during the processing, and all of the myriad of

variables that enter into whatever physically made the structure after the lithography step

(i.e., etching, deposition, oxidation, etc.). Let us label this first full set of processes that

made the first layered structure by “b”.

Now let us suppose we have a second layer of structure that is to be created on top

of the first layer. Again we can think of the family of this second set of structures as

arising from a complete set of processes that we will label as “a”. As in the first case,

each member of this second set of structures is expected to vary somewhat in properties

from other members, due to uncontrollable but natural process variations.

Let us take as our set of properties of the structures created in process b as being S

positions of certain features of the structures. Likewise, let us assume that process a

produces structures with S positions, or sites of interest, that we want to lie on top of
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the S features in process b. For example, the layer from process b may be associated

with the source and drain structures of FETs, while the layer from process a may be the

gate structure associated with the same set of FETs. Thus, both sets of patterns may in

general be vastly different in shape, but, they need to be made to lie over each other in a

very definite way, within strict tolerances, or else the FETs that are constructed will not

function.

Not all of the S sites will typically be examined. In today’s microlithography system,

only a few points of these S critical positions are specifically forced to lie over each other

as closely as possible. The technologist expects that the remaining sites will then also lie

very close to each other; exactly how close, and with what probability, are the questions

we want to analyze here. Hence we will consider a total of m sites (m ≤ S) that are

examined and used to judge how best to align the two patterns.

B. Process Description

Due to the inherent process variations involved with making the ensemble of structures

associated with processes “a” and “b”, then a natural way to describe the distribution

of structural members from each process is via a probability density function. In what

follows, we will assume each positional site is represented by a vector us, where s is an

index that labels the sites and ranges from 1 to S. For our purposes here, we will assume

that us is a vector in three dimensions, so that in a Cartesian coordinate representation,

us = x̂usx + ŷusy + ẑusz, where x̂, ŷ, and ẑ are the three orthogonal unit vectors defining

the coordinate system. For the process “a”, let the probability of producing a structural

pattern in which the first site falls within the infinitesimal volume4 d3u1 of position u1,

the second site falls within the infinitesimal volume d3u2 of position u2, etc., be given by

P a
3 (u1,u2, ...,uS)d

3u1d
3u2...d

3uS

where P a
3 (u1,u2, ...,uS) is the associated probability density function. We would have

a similar expression for the related probability using process “b”, but as described by

P b
3 (u1,u2, ...,uS), so as to distinguish between the different characteristics of process “a”
4The symbol d3u is simply notational and represents an arbitrary shape of infinitesimal volume in three dimen-

sions. For the specific case of a small rectilinear parallel-piped of sides dx, dy, and dz, then d3u = dxdydz.
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from those of “b”. For example, if process “a” involves one type of lithographic mask, with

specific shapes, and then includes a subsequent etching step, while process “b” involves a

different lithographic mask, photoresist processing, and subsequent processing steps, then

we expect the probabilities of specific structures falling at various points to be different

between the two processes.

In most of present microlithography, only two dimensions would be generally of interest,

since structures are presently made largely in near planar layers that are positioned on

top of each other. In that case, we will indicate the probability of producing a structural

pattern with the first site falling within the infinitesimal area d2u1 of position u1 = x̂u1x+

ŷu1y, the second site falling within the infinitesimal area d2u2 of position u2 = x̂u2x+ŷu2y,

etc., as

P a
2 (u1,u2, ...,uS)d

2u1d
2u2...d

2uS ,

where now we use us = x̂usx + ŷusy.

The coordinates of each pattern produced from such a process may be viewed as random

variables. As is often done, the capital letters Ua
1,U

a
2, ...,U

a
S will be used to designate

these quantities, while the lower case letters u1,u2,...,uS will be used for the particular

values that Ua
1,U

a
2, ...,U

a
S may acquire.

5 The expectation values of the random vari-

ables Ua
1,U

a
2, ...,U

a
S are equal to the first moments associated with the probability density

function P a and will be designated by

µa
s ≡

Z
...

Z
uSP

a
3 (u1,u2, ...,uS)d

3u1d
3u2...d

3uS = hUa
Si , (1)

for s = 1, 2, ..., S . The notation h i is used here to indicate the operation of finding
the expectation value of the random variable enclosed within the brackets. A similar

definition holds for process “b”.

Second-order central moments associated with the random variables Ua
sx, U

a
sy, and Ua

sz,

where Ua
s = Ua

sxx̂+ Ua
syŷ + Ua

szẑ at site s, can be defined via

λari,sj ≡

(δUa

ri)
¡
δUa

sj

¢®
. (2)

Here i and j index the three spatial dimensions (or two, if only planar situations are being

considered), while r and s denote two different sites.
5See, for example, p. 69 in Ref. [14]. Similar notation exists in other standard textbooks.
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Higher order central moments could likewise be defined, such as by the notation λari,sj,tk ≡
(δUa

ri)
¡
δUa

sj

¢
(δUa

tk)
®
. However, for our present purposes, we will not have need of such

generalizations, as our calculations in the present work will be confined to the first- and

second-order central moments.

Generalizing (1) and (2) to another set of vectorial dimensions, such as the important

case of two-dimensions in microlithography, is easily done by simply changing the range

over which i and j span, changing the volume elements d3us to dNus, where N is the

number of dimensions, etc. For most of the rest of this article, we will assume N = 2,

but it is clear that this is readily generalizable.

C. Transformation

Typically in an alignment situation, where one has a list of properties of one structure

and a list of properties of a second structure, then one wants to transform at least one of

these two structures in a way to try to make the two conform more closely to each other.

In microlithography, typically the transformation is done on only one of the patterns, such

as the new mask being aligned on top of the structures already made. If we think of the

“b” process as giving rise to the site positions Ub
s already on the underlying structure in

a microchip, and the “a” process as giving rise to the new structure to be created on top,

then typically the “a” process would involve some degrees of freedom that enable it to be

made more in character with the underlying structure. The obvious degrees of freedom

are translation and rotation, but, as already discussed, often there are more degrees of

freedom available, particularly in optical projection systems.

We can denote the transformation of the site positions Ua
s into U

a0
s by:

Ua0
s ≡ x̂fx (Ua

s ,∆1,∆2, ...,∆F ) + ŷfy (U
a
s ,∆1,∆2, ...,∆F ) , (3)

where ∆1,∆2, ...,∆F are a total of F degrees of freedom available to align the two struc-

tures. In the case of translation in one direction, F = 1, in two directions, F = 2, and

if rotation in the plane is included, then F = 3, etc. If tilt, focus, skew, curvature,

wafer bowing, etc., are taken into account, as well as mechanical stress, and temperature

controls and gradients, then the number of adjustments to bring the two patterns into

conformity greatly increases. Of course, some adjustments are not done every time two
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patterns are compared, but only after large numbers have been compared. In such a case,

the treatment of those parameters must be handled differently [9].

For our main example of alignment of a mask to an underlying structure, then typically

we would be interested in the differences

Ds = x̂Dsx + ŷDsy ≡ x̂
¡
Ua0
sx −Ub

sx

¢
+ ŷ

¡
Ua0
sy −Ub

sy

¢
, (4)

for s = 1, 2, ...N , and we would want to adjust∆1,∆2,...,∆F to reduce some sampled subset

of the Ds values. Some “measure” of the set of Ds values needs to be examined, and then

minimized.

D. Alignment Criteria Function

A common criteria function chosen is the sum of the squares of the distances between

corresponding sampled pattern points, given by

Ω =
mX
s=1

(Ds)
2 , (5)

where m ≤ S, and the sites are assumed to be relabelled such that the first set of indices

for s = 1, ..,m, are taken to be the sites used in the above criteria function. In the

language of statistics, this procedure of selecting m ≤ S sites, would be described as

sampling “m” sites of the total population of “S” sites in order to obtain an estimate of

the best alignment parameters.

Alternatively, a more general expression could be assumed, even within the domain of

the method of least squares. For example, one could choose Ω =
Pm

s=1ws(Ds)
2, wherePm

s=1ws = 1, and 0 ≤ ws ≤ 1 for all s ∈ {1, ...,m}. Moreover, there are numerous

other functions that would serve equally as well as a measure of how close the two pat-

terns are in alignment, such as the sum of the absolute values of the distances between

corresponding points, or the number of corresponding sites with distances between them

below a particular value. Unfortunately, except for the simplest of cases, it is in general

quite difficult to obtain explicit expressions for the parameters that optimize these other

functions. Since one of the major aims of this report is to calculate the propagation of

the statistical properties of the two processes that produce the arrays to the final statis-

tical properties of the aligned arrays, it is important that explicit expressions for the free
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parameters in the optimization procedure be obtained. Consequently, all calculations for

aligning the two arrays will be done assuming that (5) is the appropriate expression. The

least that this will accomplish is to illustrate by a particular example how to calculate the

statistical properties of aligned patterns once a criteria function is chosen. Fortunately,

the criteria function chosen yields results of interest in their own right so that the chosen

function should serve as more than just a mere example of more general treatments.

III. SUMMARY OF KEY PREDICTED ALIGNMENT RESULTS

A. Alignment Change

As implied earlier, there are a number of subtle assumptions involved in aligning pat-

terns, such as whether one makes changes to one pattern, or to both; or whether one

makes comparisons of two patterns directly, or measures patterns separately according

to some reference grid and then deduces alignment changes. The consequences of these

different alignment procedures are often nonintuitive; the resulting change in propagation

of statistical properties can be important. In work to be presented elsewhere, such details

will be discussed, and the mathematical development will be provided for handling one-

and two-dimensional arrays of points. Here, however, simply some of the more important

results that applied to microlithography will be reviewed.

First, if we assume that alignment changes are small, then in most cases one can safely

make a Taylor’s expansion to first order in the ∆i parameters in (3):

Ua0
s ≈ Ua

s +
FX
f=1

af(U
a
s)∆f , (6)

where af (Ua
s) ≡ ∂Ua0

s

∂∆i

¯̄̄
∆=0

. One can then solve for the optimum values of∆i to minimize

(5). Moreover, if all coordinates Ua
s and U

b
s are re-expressed in terms of δU

a
s ≡ Ua

s −µa
s

and δUb
s ≡ Ub

s−µb
s , and if we define δµs = µ

a
s −µb

s , then with a fair bit of calculations,

one can prove that

Ds ≈
¡
δUa

s − δUb
s + δµs

¢
+

FX
f=1

af
¡
µb
s

¢
Ψf , (7)

where (7) was expressed to first order in the quantities δUa
s , δU

b
s and δµs. In the last

term, the notation af
¡
µb
s

¢
means that the function af (Ua

s) is evaluated by setting U
a
s
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equal to µb
s, and Ψf is given by

Ψf ≡
mX
t=1

(·
∂∆f

∂U b
tx

¸
µb

¡−δUa
tx − δµtx + δU b

tx

¢
+

·
∂∆f

∂U b
ty

¸
µb

¡−δUa
ty − δµty + δU b

ty

¢)
. (8)

In (8), the notation [ ]µb is meant to indicate that the quantity inside the brackets is

evaluated at Ua
t = Ub

t = µb
t for all t ∈ {1, ...,m}. Although we will not go over the

following here, of particular interest to microlithography are the functional forms of af
¡
µb
s

¢
and Ψf for special cases of translation, rotation, skew, scaling, etc.

It should be noted that the first term in (7) of
¡
δUa

s − δUb
s + δµs

¢
=
¡
Ua

s −Ub
s

¢
, is the

value that Ds possesses before transforming the Ua
s coordinates to align the two patterns.

Hence, the second term in the expression for Ds in (7) is the change in Ds due to this

transformation. This term is only dependent upon the “m” coordinate values of Ua
t and

Ub
t that the function Ω in (5) is based upon, as well as the mean coordinates µb

s for site

“s”, as occurs in af
¡
µb
s

¢
.

B. Ensemble Averages

Upon matching pairs of patterns together, over and over again, as is done in a manu-

facturing environment, then clearly we want to ascertain how well our alignment scheme

performs. Determining the expectation value and variance of Ds can help provide that

insight.

From (7),

hDsi ≈ hδµsi−
FX
f=1

af
¡
µb
s

¢ mX
t=1

(·
∂∆f

∂U b
tx

¸
µb
δµtx +

·
∂∆f

∂U b
ty

¸
µb

δµty

)
. (9)

Thus, for small variations in coordinates the expectation value of Ds is linearly dependent

upon the differences in mean coordinates, δµxt = µaxt − µbxt and δµyt = µayt − µbyt, of the

two processes. The first term in (9) again represents the mean of these expressions if

alignment between the two arrays-of-points was not performed, while the second term

represents the change in these mean values due to the act of aligning the arrays-of-points.

Higher central moments of Ds− hDsi can likewise be obtained, such as the variances of
(Dsx − hDsxi)2

®
and


(Dsy − hDsyi)2

®
, and the covariance of h(Dsy − hDsyi) (Dsy − hDsyi)i.

Such details will be presented elsewhere, but, of perhaps more intuitive insight, here let us
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examine the situation where variations in different site positions from their mean values

are uncorrelated and have a constant value for their variance. Specifically, let us here con-

sider the simpler situation where (2) reduces to λari,sj = δrsδij (σ
a)2 and λbri,sj = δrsδij

¡
σb
¢2
,

where δrs = 0 if r 6= s and δrs = 1 if r = s. Thus the case being considered represents the

situation where the coordinates of two different sites are uncorrelated, the x and y coordi-

nates for a single site are also uncorrelated, and the variance of the x and y coordinates of

all sites for a particular process are equal. Although clearly this simplification does not

hold in many important situations, it does in some, and it provides a very nice analytic

result that can be used to gain insight into alignment ideas.

With this simplification, one obtains after a fair amount of calculations the following

expression 
(δDsi)

2® = h(σa)2 + ¡σb¢2i {1 +Ai (s) [1− 2θ (s)]} , (10)

where i is an index for either the x or y Cartesian coordinate. In (10), θ (s) = 1 if

s ∈ {1, 2, ...,m}, and θ (s) = 0 when s ∈ {m+ 1, ..., S} . Also,

Ai (s) =
FX

f=1

afi
¡
µb
s

¢ ·∂∆f

∂U b
si

¸
µb

. (11)

Of particular interest in (10) is that
h
(σa)2 +

¡
σb
¢2i

represents the sum of the two

variances due to processes “a” and “b” at site “s”; this quantity suggests the “neutral”

situation of best alignment, as if one just takes the variances from each process and

folds them together. However, for those sites used in aligning the patterns, the factor

multiplying
h
(σa)2 +

¡
σb
¢2i

in (10) is less than one and equals [1−Ai (s)]; likewise, this

factor is greater than one and equals [1 +Ai (s)] for those sites not used in the alignment

determination procedure. Thus, we of course expect better alignment results at the sites

used in the sampling of the system information.

Another result that offers some further insight into how the alignment scheme can help

improve the average variances of site matching is the following set of results that one can
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prove:

1

S

SX
s=1


(δDsx)

2 + (δDsy)
2®

= 2
h
(σa)2 +

¡
σb
¢2i ·

1 +

µ
1

2m
− 1

2S

¶
Trace

¡
[M ]−1 [N ]

¢ |µb − F

2S

¸
, (12)

where

Mij =
1

m

mX
s=1

£
aix
¡
Ub

s

¢
ajx
¡
Ub

s

¢
+ aiy

¡
Ub

s

¢
ajy
¡
Ub

s

¢¤
, (13)

and

Nij =
1

(S −m)

SX
s=m+1

£
aix
¡
Ub

s

¢
ajx
¡
Ub

s

¢
+ aiy

¡
Ub

s

¢
ajy
¡
Ub

s

¢¤
, (14)

for i, j ∈ {1, 2, ..., F}. The first term of 2
h
(σa)2 +

¡
σb
¢2i

in (12) is again the term that

arises if one simply adds the x and y variances together from the two processes. The

second term is a positive term that is contributed by the (S −m) “unaligned” sites, while

the last term is clearly negative and arises from the m “aligned” sites. As the number of

degrees of freedom, F , is increased in terms of making each alignment, then (12) decreases

accordingly. Likewise, one can show that the larger the value of m, the number of sites

used in forming the alignment criteria, the smaller will be (12).

Equation (12) can be very useful for judging specific alignment situations. The proofs

of these results will be shown elsewhere. However, for the present article, where we are

trying to gain a more intuitive feel for the significance of these results, then the following

should be helpful. If the three conventional degrees of freedom are used in “step and

repeat” systems, namely, of translation in the x and y direction, and rotation φ about the

ẑ axis, then (12) can be shown to reduce approximately to the following6

1

S

SX
s=1

©
(δDxs)

2®+ (δDys)
2®ª

≈ 2
h
(σa)2 +

¡
σb
¢2i1 +µ 1

2m
− 1

2S

¶2 + "R2NA
R2

A

#
µb

− 3

2S

 , (15)

6The key approximation from (12) to (15), other than simply restricting (12) to translation and rotation, is the

assumption that the square of the means of the coordinates is small compared to the mean of the squares of the

coordinates. Otherwise, (15) is a bit more complicated.
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where h
R2

A
i
µb
=
1

m

mX
s=1

¯̄
µb
s

¯̄2
, (16)

h
R2

NA
i
µb
=

1

(S −m)

SX
s=m+1

¯̄
µb
s

¯̄2
. (17)

The quantities R2
NA
and R2

A
refer to the average square of the radius of the “not-aligned”

and the “aligned” site locations, respectively (i.e., whether the sites are included in the

alignment criteria function Ω). The factor of 3 in the last term in (15) is due to the three

degrees of freedom in performing the alignment.

Using (15), one can predict the impact on the average site variance in matching the “a”

and “b” patterns by doing such things as changing the number “m” of alignment sites,

the average radii of the aligned and unaligned sites, and the total of sites S. Hence, two

suggestions can immediately be made from (15). First, the larger the value of “m”, for

1 ≤ m ≤ S, then the smaller becomes the quantity in (15). Likewise, the larger R2
A
is

compared to R2
NA
, then the smaller becomes (15), showing quantitatively why one should

place “alignment sites” on the outside of large patterns rather than in toward the middle.

The effect of changing such alignment placements can be very sizeable, since the effect

propagates as the square of the distance.

Of course, the additional time incurred in using additional alignment sites on a pro-

duction line and the additional cost in improving an alignment system must be weighed

against the benefits of smaller overlay variations. Equations (12) and (15) can provide

aids in making such decisions

IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The present article attempted to cast the idea of the repeated “alignment” of pairs of

systems, each made from separate processes, as a special optimization problem that is im-

portant in many manufacturing situations. The key example of microelectronics was used

here to generate relationships that should prove useful to technologists in microlithogra-

phy, by showing how changing (1) the number of degrees of freedom used in the alignment

process, (2) the number of sites used in deducing the best alignment parameters, and
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(3) the positions of alignment sites, can significantly effect the expectation value of the

average overlay and the variance of this quantity.

The concept of “alignment,” in a sense, applies to most control systems. However, there

is a large disconnect between the sophisticated mathematics that have been developed in

statistical analysis and the application of this body of mathematics to engineering systems

involving the manufacturing of repeated matching of patterns. This article attempted

to narrow this gap by emphasizing a particular, but important, optimization problem

that occurs in microlithography. This issue will remain a key concern of nanoelectronics,

with the expectation that 3-D aspects of devices of the future may well become equally

as important as present 2-D concerns. The ideas presented in the present article can

be extended to such situations. Moreover, these ideas can be applied to more than

just positions of physical structures, as they also hold for the repeated comparison and

adjustment of pairs of patterns of other characteristics, such as the properties of voltages,

currents, pressures, signals, etc. “Alignment” here would consist of the transformation of

at least one of the pairs of patterns, based on a limited sampling of the full characteristics

of the net systems. How this process averages out, when performed over and over again,

is a key aspect of what this article discussed.
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